PredictWallStreet.com Launches its
Unique Prediction Widget on
TDAmeritrade.com.
CAPITOLA, California, October 25, 2007
PredictWallStreet, the leading stock prediction community, today announced the launch of its
innovative prediction widget on the online brokerage site, TDAmeritrade.com.
Available as a new third-party feature for account holders, PredictWallStreet’s “cognitive widget” gives
users an opportunity to make predictions on U.S. stocks and indices and see what other investors think
through real-time sentiment poll results. In addition, users may also access “Hot Stocks,” a tab within
the widget that identifies symbols of interest to the community. In the coming months, a variety of new
features and data sets will be added to further enhance the offering to TD Ameritrade users.
“We are very excited about this new partnership,” says Dr. Craig Kaplan, President and CEO of
PredictWallStreet, Inc. “For a small company like ours to be working with one of the leading brokerages
is a great vote of confidence for our patented Collective Intelligence Technologies. The predictions
we’ve gathered from TD Ameritrade users are already helping us improve our algorithms.”
This partnership provides important benefits to TD Ameritrade, as well. “Over the past two years, we’ve
proven that ordinary investors really do have important information and insight to contribute,” says Dr.
Kaplan. “We believe that our tools will provide valuable information that can help TD Ameritrade clients
make more informed investment decisions.”

About PredictWallStreet
Launched in August of 2005, PredictWallStreet.com is the leading online stock prediction community.
Based on the cutting-edge science of Collective Intelligence, PredictWallStreet is the first company to
put the power of “Brains on Board” to work to predict U.S. equity markets.
Using simple “UP or DOWN” predictions and an advanced Graphical Prediction Interface,
PredictWallStreet gives everyday investors the opportunity to share their knowledge and opinion about
where they think stocks, indices and ETFs will go tomorrow and beyond. By processing this unique data
through patented algorithms, PredictWallStreet not only provides a real-time snapshot of investor
sentiment, but also generates forecasts for individual stocks, ETFs and indices.
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